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Slope stability example pdf

This article may be very technical for most readers to understand. Please help improve it to make it understandable to non-experts, without removing technical details. (December 2012) (Learn how to remove this mold message and when) Slope stability analysis is a consistent, dynamic, analytical or experimental method of assessing the
stability of ground dams, dams, dams, dams and natural slopes in soil and rocks. The stability of the slope refers to the state of the 100 th- or rocky soils to withstand or undergo movement. The state of slope stability is the subject of a study and research into soil mechanics, geotechnical engineering and engineering geology. The analysis
is generally aimed at understanding the causes of a slope failure, or factors that can lead to downward movement, leading to a landslide, as well as preventing, slowing down or halting the movement through countermeasures. Slope stability is mainly controlled by the ratio between the available shear strength and acting maximum stress,
which can be expressed in terms of the safety factor if these quantities are integrated on a potential (or actual) sliding surface. The slope can be globally stable if the calculated safety factor along any potential sliding surface extends from the top of the slope to its rear, always larger than 1. The smallest value of the safety factor will be
taken as a representation of the global stability of the slope. Similarly, the slope can be locally stable if a safety factor greater than 1 is calculated along any potential sliding surface that passes through a limited part of the slope (for example only inside its rear). The values of near-1 global or local safety factors (usually consisting of
between 1 and 1.3, depending on regulations) indicate marginally stable slopes requiring attention, monitoring and/or engineering intervention (slope stabilization) to increase the safety factor and reduce the likelihood of slope movement. A previously stable slope can be affected by a number of factors or processes that cause the safety
factor to decrease - either by increasing shear stress or by reducing shear strength - and can eventually lead to slope failure. Factors that can lead to slopes failure include water events (e.g. heavy or prolonged rainfall, rapid snow melt, gradual soil saturation, increased water pressure within the slope), earthquakes (including aftershocks),
internal erosion (pipes), surface or foot erosion, industrial loading (e.g. due to building), cutting down slopes (e.g. to make way for roads, railways or buildings), or floodslopes (e.g. by filling an artificial lake after dams). Examples of Figure 1: Simple slope slip section see also: landslides as seen in Figure 1, earthen slopes can develop a
spherical double zone. The From this happens can be calculated in advance using a simple 2-D circular analysis package. [1] The basic difficulty with analysis is handing the zal-player more probable for any given situation. [2] Many landslides were analysed only after they occurred. Stability radar technology, particularly in the mining
industry, has recently been used to collect real-time data and help determine the likelihood of slope failures. Figure 2: Real life on real life collapses on the slope the failure of real life in naturally deposited mixed soil is not necessarily circular, but before computers, it was much easier to analyze such simplified geometry. However, failures
in pure clay can be very close to the circular. These slips often occur after a period of heavy rain, when water pressure increases pores at the slip surface, reducing effective natural stress thus reducing friction restriction along the slip line. This is combined with increased soil weight due to added groundwater. Crack (formed during
previous dry weather) at the top of the slip may also shrink with rainwater, pushing the slip forward. At the other end, slab-shaped slips on hillside can remove a layer of soil from the top of the base. Again, these heavy rains usually begin, sometimes accompanied by increased loading of new buildings or removal of support when removing
weights (as a result of road expansion or other construction). The refore, stability can be significantly improved by installing drainage pathways to reduce destabilizing forces. Once the slip occurs, however, there is still a weakness along the slip circle, which may then be repeated in the next monsoon. Slope stability issues can be seen
with almost no walking down a ravine in an urban environment. An example is shown in Figure 3, where the river erodes from the slope decay, and there is a swimming pool near the top of the slope. If the feet are eroded too far, or the pool begins to leak, the forces that lead the slope failure will go beyond those that resist failure, and a
landslide will develop, perhaps quite suddenly. Measuring the angle of sleep the angle of sleep is defined as the sharpest angle of unrealized granular material measured from the horizontal level on which the granular material can collapse without collapsing, ranging from 0-90 degrees. [3] For granular materials, the angle of sleep is the
main factor affecting slope stability under different conditions in terms of material consistency/friction, grain size and particle shape. [4] Theoretical measurement figure 3: The free body chart shows the relationship between the angle of sleep and matter on the slope. A simple free body diagram can be used to understand the relationship
between the angle of stillness and the stability of the material on the slope. In order for the falling material to collapse, frictional forces must be equivalent to the horizontal component of gravity. M g sin  {\displaystyle mg\sin \theta} where m {\displaystyle m} is a mass of material, g {\displaystyle g} is the acceleration of gravity and fought
{\displaystyle\ is the angle of slope: m g sin  fission = f\displaystyle mg\sin\f} frictional force f {\displaystyle f} is equivalent to the product of multiplication of the μ friction coefficient {\displaystyle \mu} and normal force N {\displaystyle N} or m g x {displaystyle mgcos\theta} : G sin  = N μ {\displaystyle\\sin =N=m =   = μ mg  {\displaystyle
mg\sin\theta =\mu mg\cos\theta) (sin   c or s)= μ {\displaystyle\left){\\frac\sins}}{cos\theta}= =  Arc (μ) {\displaystyle\\theta\\\\arctan\\mu}} where r {\displaystyle\\\r}} is the angle of sleep, or the angle at which the slope fails under normal conditions, {μ\displaystyle \mu} is the static friction coefficient of the material on the slope. The
experimental measuring box method tilting this method is particularly suitable for fine grain material &lt; 10mm with relatively no cohesion. The material is placed at the base of the box, which gradually tends at a rate of 18 degrees / minutes. The sleep angle is then measured to form the angle at which the material begins to slide. [3] The
method of hard funnel in this way, the material is poured down the funnel from a certain height to a horizontal base. The material is then allowed to stack up the pile up to the height and width of the predetermined. The angle of sleep is then measured by observing the height and radius of the cone and applying the arc base. [3] The angle
of flexibility and stability of the slope is influenced by the angle of stillness and slope stability by climatic and non-climatic factors. Water content content is an important parameter that can change the angle of sleep. It is said, the higher water content can stabilize the slope and increase the angle of sleep. [3] However, water saturation can
lead to a decrease in slope stability because it acts as a charge and creates a detachment where mass wasting can occur. [5] Vegetation does not directly affect the angle of sleep, but acts as a stabilizing factor in the hills, where tree roots are anchored in deep soil layers and form a compound of fiber-reinforced soil with higher shear
resistance (mechanical cohesion). [6] Grain rotation can have an effect on the angle of sleep and slope stability. The more grain spills, the lower the sleep angle. This linear relationship between the sleep angle and the rotation of grains can also be used as a portofa for the sleep angle if the rotation of the grain is measured. [3] Sleep
angle applications in science and engineering are linked to the angle of sleep by the shear force of geological materials, which are related in construction and engineering contexts. [7] For The material, size and shape of the grain can affect the angle of comfort significantly. As the material rotates, the comfort angle reduces due to less
friction between the soil grains. [8] When a comfort angle is exceeded, mass wasting and rock slips can occur. For many civil and geotechnical engineers, it is important to know the angle of stillness to avoid structural and natural disasters. As a result, applying retained walls can help retain the soil so that the sleep angle is not exceeded.
[3] Stability slope since the stability of the slope can be affected by external events such as precipitation, an important concern in civil/geotechnical engineering the stability of slopes. The application of vegetation is the application of vegetation to increase the stability of the slope against erosion and landslides is a form of bioengineering
that is widely used in areas where the depth of landslides is superficial. Vegetation increases the stability of the slope mechanically, by strengthening the soil through the roots of the plant, which stabilizes the top of the soil. Vegetation also stabilizes the slope through hydrological processes, by reducing the moisture content of the soil by
intercepting precipitation and erosion. This leads to drier soils that are less vulnerable to mass waste. [9] Stability of slopes can also be felt by: Flattening of slope resulting in a reduction in weight which makes the slope more stable soil stability provide side support by heap or retaining walls rocked or cement injections into special places
consolidated by surting or Electrobos increases the stability of slope Figure 1: The rotational failure of the slope on the circular slip surface analysis methods Figure 3: slope with river erosion and swimming pool Figure 4: the method of slides if the available forces for movement resistance are greater than the movement of the driving
forces, the slope is considered stable. The security factor is calculated by dividing forces that resist movement by the movement of the driving forces. In earthquake-prone areas, analysis of static and pseudostatic conditions is usually triggered, where seismic forces from an earthquake are assumed to add fixed loads to the analysis. The
stability of the slopes is analysed to assess the safe design of natural or man-made slopes (e.g. dams, road reductions, open drilling mining, excavations, landfills, etc.) and balance conditions. [10] Stability slopes resist from tilted surface to failure by slipping or collapsing. [12] The main objectives of the slope stability analysis are to find
endangered areas, investigate potential failure mechanisms, determine the sensitivity of slopes to different stirring mechanisms, design optimal slopes in terms of safety, reliability and economy, and design possible remedial measures, such as barriers and stability. [10] [11] A successful design of the slope requires geological and location
information For example soil/rock block properties, slope geometry, groundwater conditions, material rotation by malfunctions, joint systems or interruptions, movements and tension in joints, earthquake activity etc[13][14] the presence of water has a detrimental effect on slope stability. Water pressure works in pore areas, fractures or
other interruptions in the material that make up the slope will reduce the strength of those substances. [15] The choice of the correct analysis technique depends on both the location conditions and the possible method of failure, with careful consideration of the different strengths, weaknesses and limitations inherent in each methodology.
[16] Before a computer's age stability analysis is performed graphically or using a manual calculator. Today's engineers have a lot of possibilities for using analysis software, ranging from simple reduction balance techniques by reducing to a computational limit analysis approach (e.g. limited element reduction analysis, interruption
planning optimization) to complex and sophisticated digital solutions (limited/distinct element codes). [10] The engineer must fully understand the limitations imposed on each technique. For example, a more common border balance and simple solution method is used, but can become insufficient if the slope fails by complex mechanisms
(e.g. internal deformation, fragile breakage, progressive creep, liquefaction of weaker soil layers, etc.). In such cases, more sophisticated numerical modelling techniques should be used. Also, even for very simple slopes, the results obtained with typical border balance methods at the moment in use (Bishop, Spencer, etc.) may vary
considerably. In addition, the concept of risk assessment is increasingly being used. Risk assessment is concerned with both the result of slope failure and the probability of failure (both require an understanding of the failure mechanism). [17] Over the past decade (2003), slope stability radar has been developed to remotely survey a
rocky slope to monitor facial spatial deformation. Small movements from a rough wall can be detected accurately below millimeters using interferometry techniques. Balance analysis limit A is a typical cross section of a slope used in two-dimensional analyses. Traditional methods of slope stability analysis can be divided into three groups:
kinmian analysis, limit balance analysis, and rock fall simulation. [17] Most slope stability analysis programs rely on the concept of border balance of a two-dimensional or three-dimensional model. [19] The two-dimensional sections are analyzed assuming the conditions of the plane's strain. Stability analyses of 2D slope engineering using
simple analytical approaches can provide important insights into initial design and risk assessment of slopes. Balancing methods limit the realization of the balance of the soil mass tend to slide down under the influence of gravity. Transitional or rotational movement is On the surface of a potential slip assumed or known under the soil or
rock mass. [21] In rock slope geometry, roads may be of great importance for the failure of a simple mass along distinct interruptions. [17] All these methods are based on comparing forces, moments, or pressures to resist mass movement with those that can cause unstable movement (disturbing forces). The result of analysis is a safety
factor, defined as the ratio of shear strength (or, alternatively, an equivalent measurement of shear resistance or amplitude) to the shear stress (or other equivalent measurement) required for balance. If the value of the security factor is less than 1.0, the slope is unstable. All limit balance methods assume that the shear strengths of the
material along the surface are potential failures governed by linear (moher coulomb) or nonlinear relationships between shear strength and natural stress on the surface of failure. [21] The most common difference is terzaghi's theory of power shear that states that φ= σ ′  φ + c′ {\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\displaystyle\tau σ σ}
=\\sigma-u} is an effective compression (σ {\displaystyle\/sigma} is the natural total stress of the interface and you {\displaystyle u} is the pressure of the pores water on the interface), φ {\displaystyle\\} is the effective friction angle, and c′\displaystyle c}is effective cohesion. Slide methods are the most popular border balance technique. In
this approach, the soil mass is generously in vertical segments. [20] [22] There are several versions of the method in use. These differences can yield different results (the safety factor) because of different assumptions and the circumstances between the segments. [21] The location of the interface is usually unknown but can be found
using numerical optimization methods. [24] For example, the functional slope design of the critical slip surface is the site that has the lowest value of the safety factor from a range of potential surfaces. A wide range of slope stability programs use the concept of balance reduction with automatic critical slip surface identification. Typical
slope stability program can analyze the stability of soil slopes generally layers, dams, floor cuts, and anchored covering structures. The effects of earthquakes, external loading, groundwater conditions, stabilization forces (e.g. anchors, geographical reinforcements, etc.) can also be included. Analysis techniques: The method of schematic
segments of the modulation of the segments that show the center of rotation. Many slope stability analysis tools use different versions of slide styles such as simplified bishop, normal method of slices (Swedish circle method / Peterson/Fellinius), Spencer, Sarma etc. Sarma and Spencer are called strict methods because they meet all
three conditions of balance: the strength of balance in horizontal and vertical And the moment of balance. Strict methods can provide more accurate results than non-stringent methods. Simplified ceilings or Fellinius are non-strict methods that meet only some of the conditions of balance and make some simplistic assumptions. [22] [23]
Some of these methods are discussed below. Swedish slip circuit analysis method assumes the Swedish method slip circuit that the friction angle of the soil or rocks equals zero, ie, φ = c ′ {\displaystyle \\tau = c}} In other words, when the friction angle is considered to be zero, the term effective stress goes to zero, thus equals the strength
of the sternum to the cohesion parameter of a particular soil. The Swedish slip circuit method assumes a circular failure interface, analyzing stress and strength parameters using circular geometry and constants. The moment caused by the internal driving forces of the slope is compared to the moment caused by forces that resist slope
failure. If the resistance forces are greater than the driving forces, the slope is assumed to be stable. The normal way of segments is a slope block division in the slide method. In the slide method, also called OMS or The Fellinius method, the sliding mass above the failure surface is divided into a number of slides. The forces that work on
each slide are obtained by looking at the mechanical balance (strength and moment) of the slices. Each segment is considered on its own and interactions between segments are neglected because the resulting forces are parallel to the base of each segment. However, Newton III's law is not satisfied with this method because, in general,
the producers on the left and right of the slide do not have the same size and are not overlapping. [25] This allows for a simple fixed balance calculation, taking only soil weight, with the sternum and normal pressures along the failure level. Both the friction and cohesion angle of each slide can be considered. In the general case of the slide
method, the forces that work on a slide appear in the figure below. Normal (E r, E l {\displaystyle E_{r}, E_{l}) and pieces (S r,s l {\displaystyle S_{r}, S_{l}) between adjacent slides restrict each slide and make the problem fixedly undefined when included in the calculation. Force a slide balance in the slide method. The mass is supposed to



have a thickness of b {\displaystyle b}. Slides on the left and right practice regular forces e, y {\displaystyle E_ {l}, E_ {r}} and cut forces S l, s {\displaystyle S_ {l}, s_ {r}, slide weight causes the power of W {\displaystyle W}. These forces are balanced by pore pressure and reactions from base N, T {\displaystyle N, T} . For the normal
method of segments, the resulting vertical and horizontal forces are ∑ F v = 0 = W - N Cos  α − T sin  α ∑ F h = 0 = k W + N sin  α − T  α {\displaystyle  α {\displaystyle{{]{[start] {F_ F_ F_(h}=0&amp;amp;\0_kW+N\sin\-Alpha-T\Alpha\alpha 'k'showstyle k' 'N'displaystyle N' 'N' 'N' '  α' - 'W'  α ' 'displaystyle N' W-cos -- ''. بولسألا ضرتفي  كلذ ، دعب 

تاظحل .نزاوتلا  قيقحتل  ةجاح  كانه  اضيأ  يه  ةطقنلا  هذه  لوح  ةظحل  نزاوتلا  نأو  نارود  زكرم  لوح  ريودت  نكمي  ةحيرش  لك  نأ   - ∑ M - 0 - ∑ ( W j x j - T j R - ءاه  - displaystyle - 0 - W_ -J- x_ W_ T_-R_ -j-N_-d-f_ 'j-kW_-j-e_'d)' 'displaystyle j' رشؤم  ، x j j ، R j ، f j ، e j'displaystyle x_ .R_,f_,e_, ةظحل , f_, f_,. ةظحللا  ∑ j T T j j - ∑ j [ W j x j - ( W j  α j - k W j sin
 α j ) f j 'k W j j j' ' 'sum'T_'j'R_-j-sum 'j'j'x_ W_ j 'j'-(W_ 'I'_j alpha'-kW_ 'j'sin 'alpha 'j')f_-j-j-j-.) kW_ 'e_'d'] تاظحل طوغضلا  يغازريت  ةيرظن  ، ∑ j I'm j j j J J j j j j j j j σ j j j j j j j j j j-j-j-j-j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j  φ  φ j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j
j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j i j- l_ i'm. i j j j i i i R_-j-l_-R_-j- امغيس  'phi' l_ j R_ R_-j(N_-d u_-j-l_-j)) l_ 'j' R_ 'j' 'j'displaystyle u_'d' ةظحللا ةظحللا ، ةظحللا  ةظحل  يغازريت  ةيرظن  .طغض   - ∑ I'd like ∑ j J j j . 'displaystyle' 'text' l_'d'R_ 'sum' T_ R_ I'm going to be a ًاليلق [ 26  ] ءاي  It's not going to be any other. جهنلا اذه  حرتقا  دقو 

ةظحللا .ةحيحصلا  ميقلا  نم  ةليلق  ةبسن  نوضغ  يف  نامألا  ميق  لماع  جاتنإل  بولسألا  نأ  نيبت  دقو  .ةمالسلا  لماع  لحل  ةرركتملا  قرطلا  مادختسا  بجي  كلذل ، ةجيتنو  .ددحم  ريغ  تباث  لكشب  ةلكشملا  لعجي  حئارش  نيب  ةيداعلا  ىوقلا  لبق  نم  مدقملا  ديقلا  .ةيروطاربمإلا  ةيلكلا  فقسأ  ويلبد  نالآ   'F' ∑ j [ ' )  φ ψ ∑  α j 'displaystyle F''s 'cfrac'j'cf-i-v-left[it'l_-j' (W_-u_ psi_-d-sum
l_ -j-W_ 'I's 'alpha _j' ψ  α  α 'F'  φ 'F', 'showstyle' ' 'J's '، frac'sin' '، ' displaystyle j' رشؤم ، 'displaystyle' ' ' '، φ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' Internal, l Each slide is displayed, W {\displaystyle W} is the weight of each slide, and you {\displaystyle u} is water pressure at the base of each slide. A repeat method should be used to resolve f
{\displaystyle F} because the security factor appears on both the left and wheresides of the equation. Lorimer's method is a method for evaluating slope stability in coherent soil. It is different from Bishop's style in that it uses a clothed slip surface instead of a circle. This pattern of failure was experimentally determined to calculate the
effects of particle cement. This method was developed in the 1930s by Gerhardt Lorimer (December 20, 1894-October 19, 1961), a leading geotechnical student Carl von Terzagi. Spencer's method of analysis [27] requires a computer program capable of periodic algorithms, but makes slope stability analysis easier. Spencer's algorithm
satisfies all equaidly (horizontal, vertical and instant driving) on each slide. The method allows unrestricted slip plains and can therefore determine the safety factor along any slip surface. Rigid balance and unrestricted sliding surface lead to more precise safety factors than, for example, the Bishop method or the normal slide method. [27]
Sarma Method Main Article: Sarma Method Sarma Method,[28] proposed by Sarada K. Sarma of Imperial College is a border balancing method used to assess the stability of slopes under seismic conditions. It can also be used for fixed conditions if the horizontal load value is taken as zero. The method can analyze a wide range of slope
failures as it may accommodate a multi-wedge failure mechanism and therefore it is not limited to flat or circular failure surfaces. You may provide information about the security factor or about the critical acceleration required to cause the collapse. The assumptions made by a number of marginal balance methods are listed below. [29]
Method assumption is a normal method of pencic power segments neglected simplified/modified ceilings [26] resulting forces between horizontal ti. There are no shear forces between the sects. A a a a a a a a a genpo simplified[30] resulting horizontal interstitistic powers. An experimental correction factor is used to calculate the shear
forces between novels. A supposed push line is used in a public aspect to locate natural power between communities. Spencer [27] the resulting Bainserk forces receive a steady decline throughout the slide mass. The payment line is a degree of freedom. A a a self as Spencer method but with constant acceleration power on each slide.
Morgenstern-Price[32] The direction of forces between the resulting communities is defined using an arbitrary function. Function value fractions needed to balance strength and moment are calculated. Friedlund-Krahn (GLE) [25] similar to Morganstern Price. Corps of Engineers [33] The resulting strength among graduates is either parallel
to The surface of the earth or equals the average slope from the beginning to the end of the slipping surface. Louie and Caraviath [34] the resulting strength trend is equal to the average surface of the earth and the base slope of each slide. Sarma [28] The shear strength standard is applied to the sternums on both sides and at the bottom
of each slide. The tendency of slide interfaces varies until a critical standard is met. The table below shows the conditions of static balance that some common marginal equilibrium methods meet. [29] The way the power balance (vertical) balance (horizontal) balance of power (horizontal) moment normal balance MS yes bishop simplified
yes yes side simplified yes yes no side's yes yes yes used to calculate the shear side between the cults Spencer forces yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes chugh yes yes yes yes conly yes yes yes conly yes yes yes chugh yes yes yes yes yes yes yes chugh yes yes yes yes yes yes yes conly yes yes yes yes yes
yes csat stability analysis analysis of slope on the slope analysis based on balance techniques may Consider the following patterns of failure: the failure of the planar -&gt; the state of a rock block slipping on a single surface (a special case of the general wedge type of failure); The calculation is based on certain assumptions (e.g. slipping
on a polygonal surface that consists of n parts that are dynamically possible only in the case of development at least (N-1) internal shear surfaces; the rock mass is divided into blocks by internal shear surfaces; blocks are considered to be rigid; tensile strength is not allowed etc.) [36] A failed wedge -&gt; 3D analysis enables the modelling
of a wedge sliding on two planes in a direction along the intersection line[36][37] to take down the failure -&gt; long thin rock plumes formed by sharp dipping interruptions may revolve around a focal point located at the lowest corner of the block. The sum of the moments that caused the projection of a mass (i.e. the horizontal weight
component of the mass and the total thrust of the adjacent block behind the block under consideration) is compared to the sum of the moments that resist the overthrow (i.e. the vertical weight component of the mass and the total resistance forces from the adjacent blocks in front of the block under consideration); Unlike the balance-limit
analysis that makes the custom though often reasonable assumptions, the reduction analysis is based on the theory of strict statelessness. This enables, among other things, to calculate the upper and lower limits on the real factor of safety. Program-based border analysis includes: OptumG2 (2014-) Purpose software for geotechnical
applications (also includes elastoplasticity, leakage, integration, phased construction, tunnel, and other geotechnical analysis types related). LimitState:GEO (2008-) general purpose of applying geotechnological software based on discontinuity planning optimization to aircraft strain problems including slope stability. Stereologic and
Kingami analysis see also: Stereonet § Geologic Analysis examines any patterns of failure that can possibly occur in the rock mass. The analysis requires a detailed assessment of the structure of the rock mass and the geometry of existing interruptions that contribute to the prevention of instability. [40] Stereonets are used by aircraft and
lines. [42] Stereonets are useful for analyzing non-contiguous rock masses. [43] DIPS[44] allows for the visualization of structural data using stereonets, determining the kinetic feasibility of the rock mass and statisticalanalysis of the characteristics of the interruption. [40] Rockvale Rockvale Simulation Rock Mill Stability Analysis has
designed protective measures near or around structures threatened by falling blocks. Rockfall simulators determine travel paths and unstable block paths separated from the face of a rocky slope. The analytical solution method described by Hungr &amp; Evans[45] assumes a rocky mass as a point with a mass and speed moving on a
ballistic path with regard to a possible cross with the slope surface. The calculation requires two recovery figures based on the shape of the fragments, the roughness of the slopes, the momentum, the distorted characteristics, and the likelihood of certain conditions in a particular effect. [46] ROCFALL[47] provides a statistical analysis of
the trajectory of falling pieces. The method depends on changes in speed, the cost of rock blocks, slice, or bounce on different materials. Energy, speed, bounce height and location of rocky endpoints are determined and can be statistically analyzed. The program can help determine therapeutic measures by calculating kinetic energy and
the location of the barrier effect. This can help determine the capacity, size and location of obstacles. [47] Numerical methods of analysis provide numerical modelling techniques as an approximate solution to problems that cannot be solved in traditional ways, such as complex geometry, physical anisotropy, non-linear behavior, in on-site
pressure. Numerical analysis allows for physical deformity and failure, modeling pore pressures, crawl distortion, dynamic loading, and evaluating the effects of tagged differences etc. However, numerical modelling is constrained by some limitations. For example, input parameters are usually not measured, and the availability of such data
is generally poor. The user should also be aware of the effects of borders, entanglement errors, hardware memory and time constraints. The numerical methods used to analyse slope stability can be divided into three main groups: continuous chain, segment, and hybrid modelling. [48] Continuum See also: The limited element method
and the limited difference method 3: The limited element network model of the chain is suitable for the analysis of soil slopes, large rocks or heavily subscribed rock masses. This policy includes limited difference methods and limited elements that extend the entire block to a limited number of elements with the help of the network created
(Fig. 3). In the limited difference method (FDM) differential balance equations (i.e. stress displacement and stress relationships) are resolved. Fem uses approximations to connect items, continuous displacements and pressures between elements. Most digital icons allow the modeling of separate fractures, such as cracks, for example,
cracks. There are usually several foundational models, such as flexibility, debilitating plasticity, strain relief, stress relief etc. [48] Intermittent modelling see also: Separate element method and Discontinuum's intermittent deformation analysis approach is useful for rock slopes controlled by interruption behavior. The rock mass is a cluster of
distinct and reactive masses that are subject to external loads and are supposed to be subject to movement over time. This methodology is collectively called the separate element method (DEM). Stop modeling allows the slip between blocks or particles. DEM is based on solving the dynamic equation of balance for each block over and
over again until the requirements of the boundaries and the laws of communication and movement are met. Discontinuum modeling belongs to the most common numerical approach applied to rock slope analysis and after differences of DEM exist: [48] Clear element element clear method of analysis of noncontiguous deformation particle
analysis (DDA) particle flow codes describes the element's distinct approach to both mechanical behavior, and solid shard interruption. This methodology is based on the Force Displacement Act (which determines the interaction between deformed rock masses) and the law of movement (identifying displacements that occur in the masses
by extra-balance forces). Joints are treated as [border conditions. deformation blocks are generously inthe internal elements of a fixed strain. [48] The UDEC[49] (universal premium element symbol) is suitable for shared high-rise slopes that are subject to constant or dynamic loading. Two-dimensional analysis of the transitional failure
mechanism allows simulations of large displacements, modelling distortions, or material production. [49] The 3DEC discontinuum code[50] contains modelling of multiple cross-stop, and is therefore suitable for analyzing wedge instability or rock support effect (e.g. rockbolt and cables). [48] In the analysis of intermittent deformation (DDA)
displacement is unknown and balance equations are solved similar to the limited element method. Each unit of a specific element type represents an isolated block network boundby by interruptions. From this methodology is the possibility of modeling large distortions, rigid body movements, association or failure of states between rock
masses. [48] Continuous rock mass can be modelled with the methodology of a distinct element in the form of a particle flow code, such as PFC2D/3D.[51][52] spherical particles interact through frictional sliding communications. Simulations of the common quantities that they limit can be achieved through certain strengths of bonds. The
law of movement is applied repeatedly to all particles and the Force Displacement Act to every contact. The particle flow methodology allows for modelling granular flow, breaking healthy rocks, transitional mass movements, dynamic response to explosion or earthquakes, and deformation between particles caused by shear or tensile
forces. These symbols also allow for the model of subsequent failures of the rocky slope, for example rock simulation[48] hybrid hybrids/coupled hybrid codes involving coupling different methodologies to maximize their main advantages, for example reducing balance analysis along with limited groundwater flow and stress analysis;
Combined particle flow and limited difference analyses. Hybrid technologies allow for an investigation into pipe slope failures and the impact of high groundwater pressures on weak rock slope failures. Combined limited/distinct element symbols provide for the modeling of both sound rock behavior and the development and behavior of
fractions. [48] [53] Rock mass classification different rock block classification systems exist for the design of slopes and to establish the stability of slopes. These systems are based on experimental relationships between rock block parameters and different slope parameters such as height and slope descent. The Q-slope method of rock
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